
Motors & Wheels
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The motors can be attached
to the KIBO robot to make

it move!

Wheels can be 
attached to the KIBO’s
motors to make them

spin.

KIBO’s motors can be attached in 2 ways 
to make KIBO move differently. Try different ways

to attach the wheel.
Which way makes it

wobble?

1) Black o-ring in the center of the wheel
2) Orange half circle in the center of the wheel



Moves

Blue 
 programming

blocks tell KIBO
to move.

SHAKE makes your 
KIBO wiggle. FOWARD sends your 

KIBO straight ahead!
BACKWARD makes 

your KIBO go in reverse!

SPIN makes your KIBO 
turn in a circle!

TURN RIGHT makes your 
KIBO turn right!

TURN LEFT makes your 
KIBO turn left!*

* Not included in all KIBO kits

Correct movement direction
requires that the motors are
installed with the green dot

visible through the clear part 
of the KIBO body.



Art Platforms

Rotating Turntable Fixed Stage

›
›

›
›

›
Put the four plastic tabs 
into four wooden holes 
and rotate 
counterclockwise 
until it clicks.

KIBO is designed to incorporate 
all kinds of art materials.

KIBO tugs
 things:

Try threading
string

through
the back!



Turns on its Lightbulb

* Not included in all KIBO kits

A lightbulb can be attached
to any of KIBO’s four ports.

Yellow 
programming
blocks turn on

KIBO’s 
lightbulb.

Try it yourself.
Can you make your
KIBO use different
colors to guide it 

out of a dark tunnel?

*

*

*



Makes Sounds

* Not included in all KIBO kits

Orange programming blocks
 make your 

KIBO produce sounds.

BEEP tells KIBO to make a 
single beep.

SING tells KIBO
 to play a tune.

Try using BEEP and 
SING in your program.

How are they similar?
How are they different?
Which one lasts longer?

*



I.Using REPEAT Loops

 REPEAT and END REPEAT are like the bread of a sandwich. The 
programming blocks you put inside of them are like the filling.
KIBO will repeat the programming blocks you put inside the 

REPEAT loop sandwich.

Try it out.
Scan this program. 
What does KIBO do?

Why?

HINT:

If KIBO doesn’t stop,
just press KIBO’s

button!



Number parameter cards tell KIBO 
how many times to repeat a segment

of code.
KIBO will repeat

your code forever.

KIBO
will repeat your code
a set number of times.

Try out different number parameters.
 How many times does KIBO beep?  How many steps does KIBO 

take forward?

II.Using REPEAT Loops



 KIBO will only repeat 
commands placed

inside of the REPEAT Loop
sandwich. Segments of your
code placed outside of the

sandwich will not be repeated. 

Beep Spin

Multiple programming blocks can
 be placed inside one REPEAT Loop. 

Scan this program 
and follow along with KIBO.

Where does KIBO move?

Try it out.
 

How many times does KIBO 
beep? How  many times does it shake? 

How many times does it spin? Why?

III.Using REPEAT Loops



REPEAT Loops Activity

Your KIBO is in a car race,
and it needs your help

TO WIN.

First,
decorate your KIBO like
a race car and set up a 

racetrack!

HINT:

These Programming
Blocks and Parameters
could be very useful.

Make your track as simple or 
complex as you want.

Next, use motion blocks,
REPEAT Loops, and

number parameter cards
 to help your KIBO 

win the race.



Senses its Environment 

Sensors can see and hear things 
in the world around them, just 

like your own eyes and ears.

Sensors can be
attached to any
of KIBO’s four

ports.

«

Purple programming blocks
 and parameter cards control

KIBO’s sensors.

«

«



Sound Sensor 

Remember,
WAIT FOR CLAP

will only work
if KIBO has a

Sound Sensor
attached.

WAIT FOR
CLAP tells 

KIBO to stop
until the 
sound 

sensor hears 
a noise.KIBO’s Sound Sensor

can hear sounds,
just like your ears can.

Train a pet!

Decorate your KIBO like an
animal and program it to do

tricks on command. What will
your pet do when it hears

you clap?



Distance Sensor

The Distance Sensor can
be used with parameter
cards in the REPEAT Loop
to control KIBO.

Nowhere to Go!
Place an obstacle far in front of KIBO.

Scan this program and try it out.

KIBO uses the
Distance Sensor 
to see how near

or far KIBO
is from other

objects.

If KIBO is not close to an object,
 the Distance Sensor tells KIBO 

it is “far.”

If KIBO is close to an object, 
the Distance Sensor tells KIBO 

it is “near.”

What happens when KIBO reaches the 
obstacle? Why? 

Near means closer than

Far means father than

2.25 in

3 in



Light Sensor

KIBO’s Light Sensor
can detect bright

lights and very dark
places.

The Light Sensor can be used with parameter cards. 

Decorate your KIBO like a carousel
and attach a Light Sensor. Scan this

program, grab a flashlight, and try it out.

If a flashlight is shining
on KIBO, the Light Sensor
will tell KIBO it is “LIGHT.”

If it goes into a dark
place, the Light Sensor will

tell KIBO it is “DARK.”

REPEAT Loops use
these parameter cards: 

IF Loops use
these parameter cards: 

What happens if you shine 
or stop shining the light on the 

sensor? Why? 



I. Using IF Statements

You can place segments of your code 
inside of IF Statements, and KIBO will 
only use them if the condition is true.

Don’t forget your END IF block.

Try it out! Attach a Distance Sensor
 to your KIBO and scan this code.

Place your KIBO far from an object and press
KIBO’s button! Does anything happen? Why?

What happens when you place the KIBO
near the object instead?

IF Statements allow
 KIBO to make choices 

based on what it can sense, 
just like you can!

Use these 4 parameter cards
with your If Statements.
Remember to attach
the appropriate 
sensors.



II. Using IF Statements

IF Statements make 
sandwiches just like

REPEAT Loops. Don’t
forget to use END IF.

The IF Statement gives
KIBO a choice about what

to do. Programming blocks
that you place before or after

the IF Statement will be 
executed no matter what.

Attach a Light Sensor to your KIBO, grab a flashlight, and scan this code.

Shine your light on KIBO’s Light Sensor and press 
KIBO’s button! What happens? Why? Turn off the 

flashlight and try again. Does KIBO still sing?



If Statement: Activity 1

HINT:

These programming
blocks and parameters
cards could be very 
useful.

Scared of the dark!
Your KIBO loves

to play during the 
day but is afraid
of the dark at 

night.

First, decorate your KIBO to look 
just like you!

Next, use a flashlight, programming 
blocks, and IF Statements to make
your KIBO play if it is bright, or act 

scared if it is dark. 

What does your KIBO like 
to do in the light?

What will your KIBO do if it 
is in the dark?



IF Statement: Activity 2
Saying Hello!

Your KIBO friend 
gets excited when 

you are near!

First, decorate your 
KIBO to look like your 

friend or pet. Wave your
hand in front of the

Distance Sensor to tell
KIBO you are there. How
will your friend say hello?

Next, use programming
blocks and IF

Statements to make
your KIBO excited if you

are near, or sad if you
are far away.

HINT:

These programming
blocks and parameters
cards could be very 
useful.



Advanced Programming: Nested REPEATs & IFs

The IF Statement is nested inside of the REPEAT Loop. What does KIBO do? When does KIBO 
go backward and turn? Why?

KIBO can be programmed to do more complex tasks if REPEAT Loops or IF
Statements are placed inside of one another. These are called nested statements.

KIBO can make more complex choices when an IF Statement is nested within another IF Statement.
What do you have to do to make KIBO beep? How can you make KIBO spin?

KIBO can repeat different parts of code when a REPEAT Loop is nested within another REPEAT Loop! 
Follow along with KIBO. What does KIBO do in the light? What does KIBO do in the dark? Why?



Nested REPEATs and IFs Activities

 Remember!
A nested statement must be entirely
inside of the REPEAT Loop or IF Statement
you place it inside.

The Impatient Driver
Your KIBO car hates being

stuck in traffic. Decorate your
KIBO like your favorite car.

Then, program it to repeatedly 
move around the room and

beep its horn if another 
object (or even another KIBO)

gets in its way.

The Sneaky Mouse
Your KIBO mouse loves to 
look around for cheese, but
it is very sneaky. Decorate 

your KIBO to look like a mouse
and make some cheese for it
to find. Then, program KIBO

to move to the cheese, but only 
if it is dark, and if you are 

far away.

With nested 
statements, the 
possibilities are 

endless. Here are a
couple of project ideas

to get you started!

Try coming up with
your own projects!

What do you want your
KIBO to do?

What will your KIBO
become?

*



I. How does work?

»

Flip KIBO over to see its insides!

KIBO’s main board controls its movement by 
telling the motors when to go. The main board also

receives information from its sensors. The main 
board is like KIBO’s brain.

AA batteries 
provide KIBO’s 

power. The
electricity from the 

batteries allows 
KIBO to work.

If KIBO seems to
be slowing down,
you may need to 

change the 
batteries.



II. How does work?

These wires
connect the main board to
KIBO’s sensors. The sensors

send information
to the main board.

These wires
send electric power to

the main board, motors,
and sensors.

These wires
connect the main board
to KIBO’s motors. The
main board tells the

motors when to move.

The scanner with
its red light is 

attached
to the main board.
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